Rapid hematopoietic progenitor mobilization by sulfated colominic acid.
Hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) can be mobilized from bone marrow (BM) to the blood by G-CSF. In this process, CXCR4 and CD26 play critical roles. Sulfated colominic acid (SCA) inhibits HIV entry, the step which requires CXCR4 and CD26 as co-receptors. Thus, we hypothesized that SCA would modulate HPC trafficking. We first found that SCA mobilized HPCs rapidly via CD26-independent mechanism. In vitro progenitor migration toward chemokine SDF-1 was significantly enhanced by SCA, and it was completely abrogated by CXCR4 inhibition. This likely originated from the inhibition of CXCR4 down-regulation after interaction with SDF-1. Serum SDF-1 level increased after SCA injection, whereas no change was observed in BM and bone. These results suggest that SCA induces HPC mobilization by modulating CXCR4 function resulting in attraction toward increased SDF-1 in the circulation. Furthermore, we confirmed an additive effect with G-CSF in mobilization. SCA may provide an efficacy in clinical mobilization.